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Manchester was the first city in the UK to be declared an 
Age friendly city by the World Health Organisation.





Age-friendly Manchester Design Group... 

� Established in 2012 following the launch of the Age-
friendly Manchester programme

� We have a varied membership and work with a wide range 
of partners



AgeAgeAgeAge----friendly Manchester Design Groupfriendly Manchester Design Groupfriendly Manchester Design Groupfriendly Manchester Design Group

Our vision: Our vision: Our vision: Our vision: 

To improve the quality of life for older people in

Manchester by making the design of the city more Age-friendly.  



� being with friends and family... and pets

� preparing and enjoying food

� gardening & green spaces 

� moderate exercise

� feeling safe

� being independent

� helping people

All of these can help counteract feelings of loneliness 
and isolation... major problems for some older 
people

Video interviewsVideo interviewsVideo interviewsVideo interviews with older people confirmed that among 
things that contribute to their sense of well-being are...



In 2015 we commented on the In 2015 we commented on the In 2015 we commented on the In 2015 we commented on the 
draft Strategic Plan for Manchester City Centre draft Strategic Plan for Manchester City Centre draft Strategic Plan for Manchester City Centre draft Strategic Plan for Manchester City Centre 

� We said that prioritising housing in the city centre ‘for students and young 
professionals’ would not result in a sustainable community;would not result in a sustainable community;would not result in a sustainable community;would not result in a sustainable community; and suggested that 

� the city should try to accommodate older peopleaccommodate older peopleaccommodate older peopleaccommodate older people in the city centre both for 
economic and for community sustainability reasons 



In 2017 our comments were endorsed by MICRAIn 2017 our comments were endorsed by MICRAIn 2017 our comments were endorsed by MICRAIn 2017 our comments were endorsed by MICRA

� Developing a plan to resolve concerns about limited housing options...is an 
urgent priority for GM to address. 

� Developers and volume builders are unlikely to take the lead in this area, 
continuing to focus on homes for first-time buyers, families and single 
professionals (as in central Manchester): 
an approach which if left on its own will almost certainly intensify agean approach which if left on its own will almost certainly intensify agean approach which if left on its own will almost certainly intensify agean approach which if left on its own will almost certainly intensify age----segregation segregation segregation segregation 
within GM, a tendency which would go against the benefits associated with within GM, a tendency which would go against the benefits associated with within GM, a tendency which would go against the benefits associated with within GM, a tendency which would go against the benefits associated with 
mixedmixedmixedmixed----age communities.age communities.age communities.age communities.

Developing a strategy for AgeDeveloping a strategy for AgeDeveloping a strategy for AgeDeveloping a strategy for Age----friendly Greater Manchesterfriendly Greater Manchesterfriendly Greater Manchesterfriendly Greater Manchester
MICRA, February 2017MICRA, February 2017MICRA, February 2017MICRA, February 2017





In 2017 we commented on the draft GM Spatial StrategyIn 2017 we commented on the draft GM Spatial StrategyIn 2017 we commented on the draft GM Spatial StrategyIn 2017 we commented on the draft GM Spatial Strategy

� we welcomed the reference in the Strategy to the need for 'age-friendly 
design', but said that we were not sure what this meant, as we were not 
aware of any generally accepted standards for Age Friendly design

� we suggested that the term 'inclusive design' 'inclusive design' 'inclusive design' 'inclusive design' would be more appropriate 
as there areareareare extensive inclusive design standards. 





We are supporting a Salford University THINKlabTHINKlabTHINKlabTHINKlab project that

� will create an immersive experience to help identify 
good design, workable solutions and good practice

� will focus on design solutions for older people and 
those living with dementia

� is aimed at helping architects, planners and other 
urban designers to embed good design principles at 
an early stage, and throughout the design process 



...and produced a template to help older residents in 
Whalley Range carry out a Street Audit Street Audit Street Audit Street Audit of their 
neighbourhood 

We helped Care and Repair England to develop 
Street Design for Age Friendly Neighbourhoods Street Design for Age Friendly Neighbourhoods Street Design for Age Friendly Neighbourhoods Street Design for Age Friendly Neighbourhoods 



With Southway Housing Trust we organised a 
Mobility Scooter event.Mobility Scooter event.Mobility Scooter event.Mobility Scooter event.

� people could try out different 
types of scooter

� an obstacle course was laid 
out for them to negotiate

� the police gave advice on road 
safety



We supported a PhD student doing research into 
AgeAgeAgeAge----Friendly Seating and Sense of PlaceFriendly Seating and Sense of PlaceFriendly Seating and Sense of PlaceFriendly Seating and Sense of Place

which found (among other things) that seating should 
be...

� provided at regular intervals in pedestrian areas; 

� located in safe, clearly visible and well-lit areas; and

� at different heights to accommodate various needs 



We contributed to Ageing Well: A Housing ManifestoAgeing Well: A Housing ManifestoAgeing Well: A Housing ManifestoAgeing Well: A Housing Manifesto

� house condition audits should be re-introduced to tackle disrepair and prevent the 
decline of existingexistingexistingexisting housing stock;

� all new homes should be built to accessible standards built to accessible standards built to accessible standards built to accessible standards and be suitable for further 
adaptation;

� older people – experts through experience – need to be engaged and involved engaged and involved engaged and involved engaged and involved in 
developing and delivering

Care and Repair England, 2017Care and Repair England, 2017Care and Repair England, 2017Care and Repair England, 2017





� Plans should be developed for retrofittingretrofittingretrofittingretrofitting the current housing stock that take 
holistic approach to maximising health and well being.

All Party Parliamentary Group for healthy homes and buildings, 2017 All Party Parliamentary Group for healthy homes and buildings, 2017 All Party Parliamentary Group for healthy homes and buildings, 2017 All Party Parliamentary Group for healthy homes and buildings, 2017 

� Build allallallall new homes to accessible and adaptable standards so that they are ‘age 
proofed’ and can meet the current and future needs of older people.

Report of the Select Committee Inquiry into Older People’s Housing, February 2018Report of the Select Committee Inquiry into Older People’s Housing, February 2018Report of the Select Committee Inquiry into Older People’s Housing, February 2018Report of the Select Committee Inquiry into Older People’s Housing, February 2018



The Age Friendly Manchester Design Group The Age Friendly Manchester Design Group The Age Friendly Manchester Design Group The Age Friendly Manchester Design Group has given talks on 
inclusive design to, among others:

� Manchester Design Conference 2016Manchester Design Conference 2016Manchester Design Conference 2016Manchester Design Conference 2016

� Urban Design Group AGM 2017Urban Design Group AGM 2017Urban Design Group AGM 2017Urban Design Group AGM 2017

� BBC BBC BBC BBC DiverCityDiverCityDiverCityDiverCity Conference 2017Conference 2017Conference 2017Conference 2017

� Royal Town Planning Institute NW Branch 2018Royal Town Planning Institute NW Branch 2018Royal Town Planning Institute NW Branch 2018Royal Town Planning Institute NW Branch 2018



Features of Ageing thaFeatures of Ageing thaFeatures of Ageing thaFeatures of Ageing that might impact on health and wellmight impact on health and wellmight impact on health and wellmight impact on health and well----being:being:being:being:

� Increasing health issues such as physical, mobility, hearing and 
vision changes

� Memory and/or cognitive issues

� Multiple health conditions

� Safety concerns

� Isolation, loneliness



Like all population cohorts, older people are not an homogenoushomogenoushomogenoushomogenous group...

Inequalities Inequalities Inequalities Inequalities in living conditions and lifestyle - as well as genetics and opportunities 
- can have a significant impact on health and life expectancy.





We’re all equal...
... but some are more equal than others



Some key urban design issues for older peopleSome key urban design issues for older peopleSome key urban design issues for older peopleSome key urban design issues for older people

� Routes:  Routes:  Routes:  Routes:  accessible, obstacle-free, even surfaces, well-lit, safe crossings, appropriate 
dropped kerbs; 

� Transport:Transport:Transport:Transport: accessible vehicles, bus & tram stops, interchanges, parking and drop 
off points;

� Comfort:  Comfort:  Comfort:  Comfort:  accessible seating, public toilets, green spaces; 

� Communication:  Communication:  Communication:  Communication:  clear signage, way-finding and information;

� Venues (retail, services, health & leisure):  Venues (retail, services, health & leisure):  Venues (retail, services, health & leisure):  Venues (retail, services, health & leisure):  accessible, well-lit, served by public 
transport
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Inclusive Design





Following the success of the London 2012 Olympics and Paralympics - the ‘most the ‘most the ‘most the ‘most 
inclusive ever’ inclusive ever’ inclusive ever’ inclusive ever’ - the Government initiated the BBBBuilt EEEEnvironment PPPProfessional EEEEducation 
(BEPE) Project.  BEPE was first promoted by CABE.

The Construction Industry Council (CIC) The Construction Industry Council (CIC) The Construction Industry Council (CIC) The Construction Industry Council (CIC) has taken over from CABE to ensure that the 
principles of inclusive design are fully integrated into construction industry practice

Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



The Essential Principles have been endorsed endorsed endorsed endorsed by the major built 
environment institutions who are promotingpromotingpromotingpromoting their use amongst their 
members 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

� Landscape Institute

� Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)

� Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI)

� Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)

� Local Authority Building Control (LABC)

� Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE)

� Chartered Institution of Highways and Transportation



Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 
2016)2016)2016)2016)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An inclusive environment:An inclusive environment:An inclusive environment:An inclusive environment:

� recognises that we allallallall benefit from improved accessibility... including disabled people, 
older people, families with children... and those of us who don’t consider ourselves to 
be disabled

� is the responsibility of everyoneeveryoneeveryoneeveryone who  works in the built environment



Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)Essential Principles for achieving an inclusive environment (CIC, 2016)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1.1.1.1. Contribute to Contribute to Contribute to Contribute to building an inclusive society now and in the future

2.   Apply professional and responsible judgement professional and responsible judgement professional and responsible judgement professional and responsible judgement and take a leadership role

3.   Apply and integrate the principles of inclusive design from the outset of a projectfrom the outset of a projectfrom the outset of a projectfrom the outset of a project

4.   Do more than just comply Do more than just comply Do more than just comply Do more than just comply with legislation and codes

5.   Seek multiple views Seek multiple views Seek multiple views Seek multiple views to solve accessibility and inclusivity challenges

6.   Acquire the skills, knowledge, understanding and confidence to make inclusion make inclusion make inclusion make inclusion 
the normthe normthe normthe norm not the exception





� The Construction Industry Council has organised four ‘briefings’ on Inclusive 
Design.  However, these are all in the morning and in London.in the morning and in London.in the morning and in London.in the morning and in London.

� So you would need to cover travel & accommodation costs travel & accommodation costs travel & accommodation costs travel & accommodation costs as well as the fee.

� I hope we can persuade the CIC to deliver these briefings in the North West.in the North West.in the North West.in the North West.







‘Windows a pain for Apple staff in new headquarters.’  ‘Windows a pain for Apple staff in new headquarters.’  ‘Windows a pain for Apple staff in new headquarters.’  ‘Windows a pain for Apple staff in new headquarters.’  
At least 3 employees at Apple’s new £3.6 bn HQ in California walked 
or ran into the glass doors while on their iPhones, hard enough to 
require emergency treatment.  
Workers resorted to sticking yellow notes on the doors to help.

Guardian 6 March 2018 Guardian 6 March 2018 Guardian 6 March 2018 Guardian 6 March 2018 

A tourist fell to his death fell to his death fell to his death fell to his death while ‘absorbed’ by his phone at a sacred 
Buddhist mountain in China’.

Metro  15 March 2018Metro  15 March 2018Metro  15 March 2018Metro  15 March 2018































Key Routes in Manchester, Commonwealth Games, 2002Key Routes in Manchester, Commonwealth Games, 2002Key Routes in Manchester, Commonwealth Games, 2002Key Routes in Manchester, Commonwealth Games, 2002



Shared space Shared space Shared space Shared space 

‘is an urban design approach that is intended to minimise the segregation of 
pedestrians and vehicles by removingremovingremovingremoving features such as kerbs, road surface 
markings, traffic signs and traffic lights.’

WikipediaWikipediaWikipediaWikipedia





The problem is that shared space can disadvantage disadvantage disadvantage disadvantage a number of 
different groups including...

� Visually impaired and blind people

� Mobility impaired people

� People with cognitive impairments

� Children learning about road safety...



Lack of an obvious kerb can also cause problems particularly for driversdriversdriversdrivers who are 
unfamiliar with the area and in poor weather such as rain, fog, snow, low sun...

Lord Holmes described shared space as 
“a recipe for confusion, chaos and catastrophe”.



Many of us felt that what was needed  was more sophisticated 
approach to designing shared spaces that made them 

inclusive...inclusive...inclusive...inclusive...



Chartered Institution of Highways and Transportation report:
‘Creating better streets: Inclusive and accessible places’ ‘Creating better streets: Inclusive and accessible places’ ‘Creating better streets: Inclusive and accessible places’ ‘Creating better streets: Inclusive and accessible places’ 

� the need for greater awareness to create streets that are inclusive and accessibleto create streets that are inclusive and accessibleto create streets that are inclusive and accessibleto create streets that are inclusive and accessible;

� the need to replace the use of shared space as a concept replace the use of shared space as a concept replace the use of shared space as a concept replace the use of shared space as a concept with different design 
approaches;

� the need for detailed research detailed research detailed research detailed research into the needs of all users and around specific design 
features;

� a review of existing guidance and the development of new guidance development of new guidance development of new guidance development of new guidance to assist local 
authorities in producing better street design.

CIHT January 2018CIHT January 2018CIHT January 2018CIHT January 2018































You don’t need a magic money tree to do urban design You don’t need a magic money tree to do urban design You don’t need a magic money tree to do urban design You don’t need a magic money tree to do urban design 
that is inclusive...that is inclusive...that is inclusive...that is inclusive...

...but 

you 

do 

need 

awareness...awareness...awareness...awareness...



...and a commitment to putting 
inclusive design inclusive design inclusive design inclusive design 

at the heart of your design process



Are urban designers equipped to design for older people?Are urban designers equipped to design for older people?Are urban designers equipped to design for older people?Are urban designers equipped to design for older people?

� Older people are not an homogenous group not an homogenous group not an homogenous group not an homogenous group but include people with a wide       
range of health and mobility issues

� What is good urban design for older and disabled people will usually bebebebe
good for everyonegood for everyonegood for everyonegood for everyone

� Involve Involve Involve Involve older people in discussions and design decisions

� There are no Age-friendly urban design standards so learn how to design 
inclusivelyinclusivelyinclusivelyinclusively

� Inclusive design need not cost moreneed not cost moreneed not cost moreneed not cost more



Resources for AgeResources for AgeResources for AgeResources for Age----friendly designfriendly designfriendly designfriendly design

� BS8300BS8300BS8300BS8300----1:  2018  1:  2018  1:  2018  1:  2018  Design of an accessible and inclusive built environment.   External environment.External environment.External environment.External environment.

� BS8300BS8300BS8300BS8300----2:  20182:  20182:  20182:  2018 Design of an accessible and inclusive built environment.  Buildings.  Buildings.  Buildings.  Buildings.  

� Building Regulations ADMBuilding Regulations ADMBuilding Regulations ADMBuilding Regulations ADM Access to and Use Of Buildings

� Design Council Built Environment Hub:  Design Council Built Environment Hub:  Design Council Built Environment Hub:  Design Council Built Environment Hub:  www.designcouncil.org.uk/inclusive environments

� The Construction Industry Council:  The Construction Industry Council:  The Construction Industry Council:  The Construction Industry Council:  www.cic.org.uk

� Design for Access 2Design for Access 2Design for Access 2Design for Access 2:  www.mdpag.org.uk/resources/design-for-access-2



There is a very wide range of guidance and specifications for There is a very wide range of guidance and specifications for There is a very wide range of guidance and specifications for There is a very wide range of guidance and specifications for 
inclusive designinclusive designinclusive designinclusive design

Design for Access 2 Design for Access 2 Design for Access 2 Design for Access 2 - published in 2003 - is Manchester 
City Council’s approved policy for inclusive design and 
provides a practical approach

To take account of changes in legislation and aspirations 
since 2003, what is needed now is an updated guide...



A Greater Manchester Greater Manchester Greater Manchester Greater Manchester ‘Design for Access’ guide, 

which would be another firstfirstfirstfirst for Greater Manchester.



The AgeThe AgeThe AgeThe Age----friendly Manchester Design Group offers:friendly Manchester Design Group offers:friendly Manchester Design Group offers:friendly Manchester Design Group offers:

� A wide range of Age-friendly design and development 
knowledge

� Experience of working in the built environment

� Good working knowledge of the city

� An opportunity to link older people into the conversation 
about Age-friendly design

Contact:Contact:Contact:Contact: Dave Thorley at d.thorley@manchester.gov.uk




